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May we balance our awareness between all polarities,
and find that still point exactly in the middle, the MIDDLE PATH!

27 degrees Aquarius
[Sextile Galactic Center 27 degrees Sagittarius]
Sextiles inspire beauty.

The Angels of Out of Body Travel
Also known as
The Angels of

Ebaron
Beloved,
In truth, each person is a continuum of consciousness that extends from
being a unique individual consciousness located in time and space to
being
THE ONE CONSCIOUSNESS that exists throughout eternity and infinity
in everything.
We help the children of light realize that is necessary on the path of
enlightenment and happiness,
to be both aware of unity with Divine Being and All Creation,

and to experience, in a balanced way,
the self as being both here and there in time and space.
This continuum of space/time is experienced by four naturally occurring
brainwave
patterns in each Child of Light.
These states range from Pure Being and unity with Divine Being and all
creation,
deepest Delta brain waves,
that is dominant prenataly through youngest infancy,
to omnipotent will, in the higher levels of Delta,
also in the infant state.
Deep Inner thought,Theta, evolves out of this and develops to be
dominant in childhood.
Out of this evolves emotions, the Alpha brainwave, and are dominant in
adolescence,
Emotions and tangible feelings in the body manifest the physical
experiences of "reality",
so out of emotions develop the five
senses, memory, and logic of the Beta brainwave patterns
which become dominant at the time of puberty.
The key to enlightenment is reclaiming conscious awareness of, and
control of, all four states.
As awareness of unity with all, will, thought and emotions
exist consciously and simultaneously along with the five
senses, logic and memory, then through this whole brain functioning,
the
attention and experience of any Child of Light can and should,
according to inner guidance,
wander in worlds anywhere along this continuum with ease.

Rejoicing in the manifest creation of beauty in all realms occurs as
naturally as breathing.
Access and mastery of all of these brain wave states are necessary
to experience personally the divine virtues.
Omnipresence and Supreme Happiness, which are the virtues of the
first and last letters of our name Ebaron,
shine with deep purple light
and deep red light respectively.
Through the divine virtues of Ebaron,
we encourage the experience of communication and happiness
with all parts of the ONE BEING,
and teach, protect, and guide
people on a spiritual path as they travel to other dimensions of
consciousness and feelings.

This type of travel is always done according to inner guidance, which is
the divine virtue of letter R. Following inner guidance shines with a
golden light.
As a person wanders in the mental[Theta brainwaves]
and the emotional realms [Alpha brainwaves], we inspire special
methods to facilitate travels.
We know the laws of all realms and spheres and we reveal these and all
other facts of importance
so that travels are easy and harmonious for all.
In all realms The Law of One is always the supreme and ruling law.
Wandering throughout The Web of Life on all levels and spheres is the
birthright of The Children of Light.
This type of wandering is sometimes necessary for enlightenment and
wisdom,
the divine virtue of letter A,
shining with light blue light.
Wisdom and Enlightenment ever grow, and as they do,
imperfections on every level are recognized.
Then they are gladly released for change
into other states that are the highest good. [Umlaut A, ae, shining with
loamy brown light.]
Visions and ecstatic flowing feelings of bliss
are often the results of mental or emotional wanderings during times of
prayer and meditation.
The infinite community of beings and places in all space and time in
this way can be
understood and united with through the virtue of Omnipresence,
the deep purple divine virtue of letter E.
The letter, B, represents Universal Life, which exists through all
polarities and continuums.
By mastering this virtue, a person recognizes that polarity must exist for
creation to exist
and all polarities are appreciated, identified with, and mastered.
A primary polarity is will and emotions,
which is the electro-magnetic fluid of Creation.
Mastering this polarity gives a Child of Light mastery over life and
death,
since what is willed and felt determines physical manifestation.

All polarities are understood and brought under control, such as here
and there, self and other, now and then, large and small, etc.
Out of body traveling is made possible through the continuums of the
many and
the one.The virtue of Universal Life and polarity shines with beautiful
light violet light.
It is the essence and purpose of the right eye.
The virtue of wisdom and enlightenment awakens clairvoyance,
clairaudience, and mystical faculties.
It also represents the experience of understanding the divine blueprint
of all beings and places
in The Family of the Divine that is called Creation.
The purposes for creation are accessed here.
A child of Light, while traveling through time and space, not only
releases all
negative beings and situations back to Divine Providence for changes
into other states
that are the highest good of all,
fulfilling The Law of One, but such a person
sees through the eyes of love, umlaut O, eu,
to call forth the divine perfection dwelling within everything that is
encountered.
Inner guidance directs consciousness
so that the will of divine Providence manifests in every situation.
We help awaken people to flowing Divine Love,
so that eyes can see the divine perfection in everything.
In this way,
people bless and transmute all that is seen while traveling. [Umlaut O,
eu.]
This brings forth Divine Justice and Harmony.
O is Divine Justice and Harmony, that bring success and satisfaction.
Divine Justice and Harmony shine with ultramarine blue light.
Then flowing emotions of Supreme Happiness,
a happiness so great that it cannot be described in words, reveal
solutions to any problems encountered, and reveal the state of maturity
of any being.
The results of interdimensional travel, under the auspices of the
divine virtues of Ebaron, arae ever growing feelings of Supreme
Happiness for self and others.
All are blessed.
Everything and everyone
that is met and experienced is a part of ones self

so that all may feel reunited in consciousness and love.
By following inner guidance, a person naturally wanders to those
places
and beings that affect one in such a way that great wisdom and
enlightenment occur for all.
Remember that Spirit and Soul inhabit a physical body, and just as with
any habitation,
there are doorways that lead to other places.

One of the ancient ways to master the menu of infinite destinations and
beings
is to imagine and visualize in meditation a color that represents
the energy of where you wish to go.
The next step is to overlay a pattern superimposed over the color that
also represents the energy of
where you wish to go.
Ask for inner guidance in determining color and pattern.

An example would be a soft light blue color of wisdom as a background
with an overlay of beautiful blue-green circles of divine emotions in a
pattern of seven,
representing cosmic love.
The blue-green color attunes to Divine Feminine magnetic flowing
emotions in their purest vibrations.
Circles further identify the unique
vibrations of the destination as being a high level of infinity and
wholeness.
The number seven is the number of love in all of its forms.
The next step in deep meditation is to "dive" through this visualized
color and pattern,
like a clown dives through a paper hoop at the circus!
Immediately you come out, in your visualizations and emotions, in
another place, whose vibratory rate and consciousness express highest
wisdom and enlightenment
with the feeling of infinite cosmic love.
Once there, follow inner guidance and go wherever you choose,
speaking to whomever you meet, invoking The Law of One.

Always ask that only the highest good of all happen according to The
Law
of One. This automatically overrides any other laws in operation in any
dimension, no matter where you travel.
The use of The Law of One gives protection and highest blessings to
everyone,
so memorize it carefully before going on out of body travels and use it
often.
When you wish to return, do so by willing it.
The return happens automatically.
Just as with The Tibetan Exercise of Paradox, practice this exercise
until the focus on the visualized experience overrides awareness of the
sensations of the physical body.
In fact, with a little practice, the focus on the imagined experience is
so strong that, like in a lucid dream,
the experience seems completely real in all ways and the body
consciousness does not intrude or
interrupt your experience in any way.
[Theta brainwaves of deep inner thought.]
Many wise people and ancient writings teach that not only is this

imagined experience real, but that it is, in some ways,
MORE real than the three dimensional five sense experience of the
physical world!
This is a major paradigm shift that results
from replacing limited Beta brainwave dominance with whole brain
thinking.
It is the intent of Divine Providence that this type of learning is
mastered
so that the different Kingdoms of Heaven are in communication with
each other,
working together to share Universal Consciousness,
wisdom, freedom, harmony, and joy throughout the web of life.
For Heaven to unite with Earth, the Children of Heaven commune with
the children of Earth,
and vice versa, bonding as a loving family.
As above, so below.
"In my fathers house are many mansions."
Miracles!
Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions:
Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from THE PRACTICE
OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have very important
information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are healed.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!

So it is.
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